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George Washington Atherton, a college president in defeat, paused from his frenetic schedule for a few moments with a newspaper. Frustrated by the governor’s veto of an 1883 state agricultural experiment station act, the recently installed executive of the Pennsylvania State College sought new ways to overcome hostility toward his land-grant college. A state supported agricultural experiment station at the institution would have meant more funds for the fledgling college, scientific aid for state farmers, and additional substance in the college’s then-sparse agricultural curriculum. In short, the station could have won over many college enemies by proving the college’s worth.¹

Atherton had imagined the cause to be well on its way when he successfully swung votes from legislators only recently overheard calling the Commonwealth’s land-grant college “that sink-hole.”² But the governor’s veto rang with an even more malicious indignity. Using the veto as an opportunity for attack, Governor Robert Pattison termed the college “a costly and useless experiment from the beginning.” The school’s record, he went on, “is not such to induce the belief that any practical good ever has or ever will come from it.”³ As Atherton scanned the newspaper, however, he anticipated relief from the governor’s hostility. His eye caught a brief article mentioning an Iowa representative’s recently-introduced Congressional bill for federally supported but college-connected agricultural experiment stations. Shortly thereafter, Atherton hopped a Washington-bound train to find out more about the promising scheme.⁴

Four years later, after drafting and rewriting bills, appearing before Congressional committees, lobbying, and leading land-grant forces, Atherton’s efforts yielded the Hatch Agricultural Experiment Station Act. Today, largely forgotten, the act’s impact on American higher education should not be underestimated. The legislation provided annual grants to each state and territory for agricultural experiment stations as land-grant college departments or independent agencies. An early example of decentralized federal control, the Hatch Act created a national framework of autonomous research facilities to address local farming problems while expanding the country’s agricultural knowledge. Of greater importance to American higher education, however, the act brought permanent federal support to scientific research in academia and initiated a continuous flow of federal funding to the land-grant system. It sanctioned land-grant colleges to
serve as cynosures of agricultural research and shape national agricultural policy. The act’s seminal influence marked the rise of land-grant colleges as research institutions.

If the Hatch Act is only dimly recollected, George Washington Atherton has faded into oblivion. Although his significant contributions to Penn State have been recognized, Atherton appears only occasionally as footnote material in histories of land-grant education. Perhaps Atherton has been neglected because educational history, lacking the flair and romance of political or social history, remains an underdeveloped stepchild of both. But Atherton was no wooly-headed academic. During the late nineteenth century, he received approbation as a leading advocate of land-grant education. Even superficial biographical sketches portray a politically astute, nationally recognized figure who helped shape land-grant policy for over twenty years. “Probably the most valuable of Professor Atherton’s services,” states one of the brief accounts of his life, “were those in behalf of government-endowed institutions of learning.” A profile in Dictionary of American Biography notes that Atherton “threw himself with characteristic energy into many activities both state and national.”

Time and the minimal appeal of educational history have buried Atherton’s reputation as a land-grant leader, and his Hatch Act activities have never been fully recognized. Only recent scholarship on the land-grant movement, Roger L. Williams’s 1988 dissertation George W. Atherton and the Beginnings of Federal Support to Higher Education, acknowledges Atherton’s pivotal role in securing the measure. Atherton’s part in the drama, usually played from the wings, screened his role. Consequently, Atherton’s efforts on behalf of the act were underestimated by his contemporaries and overlooked by both land-grant and agricultural science historians.

As Williams points out, the meager corpus of land-grant history attributes land-grant system development to evolution and determinism. Related agricultural science histories, he notes, focus on agricultural issues at the expense of the broader land-grant context. Williams, using Atherton’s papers at Penn State, argues that Atherton’s leadership of land-grant advocates at a crucial period secured federal support vital to the system’s progress. Similarly, this article, also based on Atherton’s papers will attempt to clear the confusion over whom to credit for the act.

Seventeen years after passage of the Hatch Act, in response to an inquiry concerning authorship of the measure, George W. Atherton wrote, “I regard my work in drafting in promoting passage of it as one of the most valuable services I have been able to render my fellowmen.” He also expressed hope of “some day to be able to write a full and impartial history of the measure.” Unfortunately, Atherton never undertook such a project, but the evidence indicates that he deserves recognition as the Hatch Act’s “father,” and that his motivation sprang from a broad interpretation of the Morrill Land-Grant Act.
Atherton in 1882, at the time he assumed the Pennsylvania State College's Presidency and immediately prior to his efforts on behalf of the National Agricultural Experiment Station legislation.

Atherton's crusade for colleges established under the Morrill Act began over a decade before his involvement with the Hatch Act. Just six years after passage of the 1862 land-grant legislation, Atherton gained prominence while a professor of political economy and constitutional law at New Jersey's land-grant institution, Rutgers College, in New Brunswick. There the young professor developed a network of contacts with prominent educators and public officials. Tapped to serve on Annapolis's Board of Visitors in 1873, the Grant administration also asked him to serve on the Red Cloud Indian agency investigation commission. Active in New Jersey politics, Atherton suffered defeat in 1876 as a Republican candidate for Congress in a heavily Democratic district. Three years later, he chaired a commission studying New Jersey's tax system. Atherton also
later, he chaired a commission studying New Jersey's tax system. Atherton also found time to study law and was admitted to the New Jersey bar during this period.

Atherton's national land-grant activities during the 1870s indicate he developed a broad view of public higher education's potential early in his career. When a suspicious Congressional committee began probing the land-grant schools, Atherton sent a form letter coaching each college president on how to respond to the inquiry. He noted that the inquiry "will assume the old and exploded fallacy that these institutions are solely 'agricultural.'" Atherton further reminded the presidents that Morrill Act provisions forbade them from maintaining only agricultural colleges. Indeed, the law "required them to provide a 'liberal' as well as 'practical' education for all 'the industrial classes'." When a bill he drafted for Senator Justin Morrill to increase land-grant college funding stalled in 1873, Atherton undertook a survey of "the fruits up to the present time of the Congressional land grants." Atherton expressed enthusiasm for the results in a nationally acclaimed speech delivered at the 1873 National Teacher's Association Elmira Convention. Although he lobbied continually for further land-grant funding throughout the 1870s, the Elmira speech cemented his reputation as a leading land-grant educator. Three universities offered him their presidencies by mid-decade.

At the Elmira convention, Atherton shared the dais with Presidents Charles Eliot of Harvard and Princeton's James McCosh. The crusty McCosh grabbed headlines during the convention by attacking the land-grant system and Atherton's own Rutgers College. Why, McCosh wondered, should the federal government aid one college in a state and not others? Why, for example, should Princeton receive no federal support while Rutgers, "managed by a few Dutchmen," did? The convention could have been billed as a debate. When Atherton rose, he outlined his vision of land-grant education and expressed his political and educational philosophy. Enumerating the convincing college data his survey revealed, Atherton asserted "no government in the world can point to an educational trust administered with more wisdom and fidelity, or with larger results, than this." Answering critics of the federally supported institutions, Atherton said the system's only defect lay in the government's failure to recognize public higher education as a necessity. Education of the individual, Atherton maintained, promoted the welfare of state and nation. Presaging Dewey, Atherton stated that a self-perpetuating democracy must educate its people for useful citizenship. He left little room for debate or equivocation in the matter. "There can be no such thing as a free country without education," he said. Responding to charges that American higher education should be a private matter, Atherton retorted, "the question whether a free country has a right to educate its citizens is no other than the question whether it has a right to live as a
free country.” Education and democratic government of necessity had to form a partnership if they were to work properly. And he advanced another idea radical for the time: that the government should cease donating lands to railroad corporations and instead devote them to public education, an “object that subserves the interests of all the people, not alone for to-day, but for all time.” The only appropriate investment of a government’s resources was in the development of its future citizens. These were the progressive, principles Atherton embraced and refined throughout his career.

When Atherton was chosen for the Pennsylvania State College presidency in 1882, the renowned land-grant advocate and the feeble college seemed a strange match. Underfunded and undervalued, the isolated school was at its nadir. Founded nearly thirty years earlier as an academy for budding farmers, the state college had progressed but little by 1882 and appeared to be groping for a mission. Consisting of only two buildings and thirty-seven collegians, the school could only have been viewed as a challenge for Atherton. A faculty member recalled the conditions of life to have been “decidedly primitive,” and that Atherton often worked late in his office, where he might be “startled from his work as some sudden noise or call reminded him that the building was lighted entirely by lamps, while the supply of coal oil and the ammunition for the cadet battalion had been thoughtfully stored in the basement, in the immediate vicinity of the president’s office.

Odd as the Atherton-Pennsylvania State College match seemed, his background had shaped him into an ideal candidate for the job. Atherton’s classical training at Phillips Exeter and Yale included a struggle to earn his way through both, yet the experience taught him the value of liberal education for the common man. Born in 1837 of respected but unlanded Massachusetts Puritan stock, Atherton as a boy labored in cotton mill and farm to support a widowed mother and fund his education. Temporarily dropping out of Yale to serve as an officer in the Union cause, Atherton attained a captain’s rank after participating in Major General Ambrose Burnside’s North Carolina campaign. But “swamp fever” forced him to leave the army, and he managed to graduate on schedule from Yale in 1863. For the next five years he taught at Albany Boy’s Academy and St. John’s College, until Illinois Industrial University offered him a position on its new faculty. Though he only served Illinois’ land-grant school a year, Atherton there found inspiration in the potential for land-grant education.

This inspiration guided the new college president’s mission when he struck against the edges of decisive changes sweeping society. Complaints from pulpits, periodicals, legislative halls, and agricultural societies lamented about the “farm problem.” Distress sapped farm communities in the wake of the 1873 financial panic as power shifted from agrarian to industrial interests. Not only were farmers economically disadvantaged; they complained of soil exhaustion and the exodus of their sons from the farm to more lucrative opportunities in the city.
"The boys! The boys!" lamented the Pennsylvania State Dairymen's Association in its 1887 annual report. "The future cornerstones of not only our national existence, but the props for our existence to carry on the farming interest to success. What are we to do with them?"27

Vanished along with the boys were images of sturdy yeomen forming the republic's bedrock. As the proportion of farmers dropped, Thomas Jefferson's idealized yeomen had turned into rubes, hicks, and hayseeds. In response to overall declining farm conditions, the agricultural community lashed out in a number of directions and struck the land-grant colleges at their heart. Farmers, legislators, and even private college educators like McCosh charged that these schools failed to produce trained farmers. The farm community especially viewed land-grant schools with suspicion for perpetuating vestiges of classical education. Both federal and state investigations into college affairs followed.28 As Pennsylvania's Practical Farmer commented about the Pennsylvania State College in 1871, "If it has ever turned out any young men who have since become eminent as farmers, we have not heard of them. The very word 'agricultural college' is distasteful."29

Atherton understood the failure of practical farm training. At the time he
assumed the state college’s presidency, few of the institution’s students majored in agriculture. The lack of sufficient agricultural information forced instruction onto model farms, which proved expensive to operate and unattractive to students. Why, the students wondered, was a four-year college education necessary to learn skills acquired at home for free? "A very large part of the work was what the boys had been accustomed to since childhood,” Atherton wrote, “and they failed to perceive its ‘educational’ use.”

Although like other land-grant educators Atherton faced vocal advocates of farming taught as a business, he echoed his friend Justin Morrill’s contention that the Morrill Act never intended to create training camps for farmers. To substantiate his view, Atherton continually pointed to the act’s wording: “to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life.” To Atherton, the land-grant mission meant educating youth liberally while preparing them for careers in a changing American economy. The Morrill Act represented opportunity to those ordinarily denied access to the halls of ivy. According to Atherton, the states that accepted its terms had received more than a gift: they had “entered into a contractual obligation with the United States to make a College a part of its system of public education.” Perhaps Atherton’s stand on the issue emerged from the recollection of toiling in farm and factory to finance a liberal education he esteemed highly. At any rate, Atherton looked toward America’s future instead of its past, and the stars foretold little of educational value in simulated farming per se.

Atherton’s disdain for practical farming as a core collegiate subject belied the importance he ascribed to agriculture in the land-grant scheme. No stranger to agriculture, he had served on the executive committee of New Jersey’s State Board of Agriculture while a professor at Rutgers. He also struck up a friendship with Dr. George Cook, head of New Jersey’s agricultural experiment station, who convinced Atherton that agricultural experiment stations signaled the future of American agriculture. As Atherton and other land-grant educators realized, scientific experiments in agriculture could reap a double bonus. Not only would experimentation generate more teaching material, but it could also placate farmers with practical farming information. As a result, land-grant schools could impress parsimonious state representatives by proving their value to the legislators’ constituents. "Unless the improvement of agriculture means making it more profitable,” wrote an agricultural scientist in 1882, “it will be of little avail to preach and teach it.”

Agricultural research was hardly a new phenomenon in land-grant education by the time Atherton assumed the Pennsylvania State College presidency. Investigation of some sort had been conducted at most of the colleges since their early years. Legislators who authored the Morrill Act encouraged experimentation and dissemination of findings to farmers. But experimentation proved a
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...drain on sparse Morrill funding. Moreover, most research consisted of fertilizer analysis, leaving time for little else. Nevertheless, agricultural experimentation proved popular enough in an age of scientific application that on the eve of the Hatch Act's passage, fourteen states operated experiment stations, and thirteen others conducted a variety of unorganized experimentation. 38

Few American scientists tried to emulate the vanguard activities of English and German agricultural experiment stations after the Civil War. The first American stations took on a utilitarian rather than the European theoretical approach. "We do not want science floating in the skies," an American farmer remarked, "we want to bring it down and hitch it to our plows." 39 Soon after assuming the Pennsylvania State College presidency, Atherton supported a faculty member's efforts to establish a research station. He released Whitman Jordan, who had worked at the nation's first station in Connecticut, from his teaching responsibilities to devote full time to agricultural investigation. Jordan sliced up a parcel of the campus's farmland into experimental plots, and within the year had distributed to farmers thousands of bulletins that explained the experiments' results. 40 The public relations benefit of sending farmers information of practical use to them was not lost on Atherton. In a pamphlet he wrote to advance the state experimentation bill, Atherton noted that "however valuable the results obtained in such a station, its work would be far from complete if it did not provide for communicating them to those who could take advantage of them in every day practice. The demand is for plain, practical, available statements which every farmer will look for, test by his own methods, and obtain profit for." 41

The underfunded state college found it impossible to engage in significant agricultural experimentation without outside support. The Pennsylvania State Board of Agriculture, which controlled the college's activities, received a proposal in 1882 to sell two of the college's experimental farms and invest the proceeds in a college experiment station. The board turned down the proposal, instead backing a resolution by Atherton that stated simply "it is highly important to the agricultural interests of this Commonwealth that a scientific experiment station be established at the earliest practicable time." 42 The board and Atherton then requested introduction in the legislature of Atherton's bill asking $10,000 for an experiment station. When the governor quashed this bill, Atherton decided to pursue at the national level the matter of experiment stations. 43

In Congress, Atherton sought out Representative Cyrus C. Carpenter of Iowa, who had introduced a bill for college-connected, nationally-funded stations in 1882. Carpenter told Atherton he never anticipated success for the measure, but introduced it primarily as a rallying point for further agitation. Curiously, as if unaware of the decades of experimentation in Europe and more recently in the United States, Carpenter asked Atherton why scientists neglected
agriculture while industrial enterprises profited from scientific inquiry. Actually, Carpenter had been prompted to introduce the measure by its author, Seaman Knapp, then a professor of agriculture at Iowa Agricultural College. Like Atherton, Knapp decided to aim for federally-funded stations when his bid to the Iowa legislature stalled. A former agricultural editor who believed system rather than science could improve farming, Knapp’s Congressional bill established stations “in connection with” the colleges, annexed “improved farms” to them, and directed the Commissioner of Agriculture to supervise their activities. Preoccupied with measures to upgrade the Department of Agriculture to cabinet rank, Congress let the bill die without a hearing in committee.44

When the forty-eighth Congress convened in December, 1883, Atherton met with the Iowa representative who had unseated Carpenter, Adoniram J. Holmes. Holmes had already introduced a slightly modified version of the Carpenter bill at the urging of the persistent Knapp.45 “After a very thorough examination,” Atherton later recalled, “I decided [it] was altogether ineffective and unworkable.”46 Unaware of Knapp’s hand in writing the bill, Atherton hesitated to inform Holmes of the many revisions that were needed. But the affable Holmes, apparently interested in any revisions necessary to secure the legislation, welcomed a total overhaul if necessary. Holmes then invited Atherton to present his views before members of the House Committee on Agriculture, who were considering the Holmes Bill. Criticizing the bill’s features and offering his informed views, Atherton impressed the committee. They asked the college president to draft a revised station bill incorporating his suggestions.47

So Atherton went to work crafting legislation suitable to land-grant educators. He substantially altered the Holmes bill, leaving intact only one section on the type of experiments appropriate for agricultural experiment stations. Atherton later admitted to Whitman Jordan, “I changed the title and the substance so completely that all the distinctive provisions of the act as finally passed were my own, and nothing of the original bill was retained except a few general provisions.”48 His framework provided for the establishment of stations only at colleges benefitting from the Morrill Act. Funding remained the same, at $15,000, but stations were brought under the aegis of colleges as departments, not simply “connected” to them. A significant revision addressed promoting scientific investigation and experimentation, whereas Holmes’s bill only called for dissemination of agricultural information. Atherton’s most extreme revision completely eliminated the Commissioner of Agriculture’s power to meddle in station affairs. Atherton placed the stations under the direction and control of college trustees and designated state governors as recipients of annual station reports. The Commissioner of Agriculture played a minor role in furnishing forms and suggesting research projects if necessary. Clearly appealing to opponents of federal authority, Atherton’s version expressly stated “nothing herein contained shall be construed to authorize said Commissioner to control or
direct the work or management of any such station.” Although the measure provided federal funding directly to college trustees, thus skirting state legislatures, it stated “nothing in this act shall be construed to impair or modify the legal relation existing between any of the said colleges and the government of the states in which they are respectively located.”

Early in 1884 Atherton again appeared before the House agricultural committee and submitted his remodeled legislation. Referred to a subcommittee chaired by Illinois representative William Cullen, the bill passed back untouched to the whole agricultural committee, where it stalled. Holmes wrote to Atherton late in March that committee members “have been instructed, I think, not to report the bill favorably.” Probably members were edgy from a House resolution introduced the month before calling for another Congressional inquiry “into the working and management” of land-grant institutions. However grudgingly, committee members approved the bill and Cullen introduced it before the whole House as H.R. 7498 on July 2, 1884. The bill’s accompanying report argued that the legislation provided for experimentation germane to local agricultural conditions but united in a national system. It did not neglect to mention the good sense and efficiency of appending stations to the land-grant
colleges, where existing facilities and personnel could be employed. In a lobbying circular Atherton distributed to Congressional representatives shortly after the bill's introduction, he pointed to the utility of a college-station partnership. Here was the concept of education applied to real-life. "It brings learning and work fairly in connection," he wrote, "and meets a pressing demand of the age." As resolutely as Atherton pushed the measure, it failed to surface for debate again in the forty-eighth Congress due to backlash from the investigation resolution.

For Atherton, securing the legislation must have been a major trial. Success required a labyrinthine process of approval from station proponents, pressure from House and Senate agricultural committee chairs, and then action by the full Congress. Atherton busied himself lobbying for the legislation during the winter of 1885 and mailing circulars seeking Congressional supporters. A colleague remembered that Atherton the lobbyist "had a certain charm and a compelling personality redolent of sincerity that swung men to him." His efforts succeeded. Even though Congress failed to provide the bill a hearing, eight agricultural colleges submitted petitions urging Congress to pass the Cullen bill, evidence of swelling support for it.

A new lease on national station legislation arrived with the Cleveland administration's appointment of Norman J. Colman as Commissioner of Agriculture. An agricultural editor, state agricultural board member, and trustee of the University of Missouri, Colman empathized with the land-grant colleges' plight. He immediately called state agricultural college representatives to a two-day convention devoted chiefly to a discussion of experiment stations and their relation to the Department of Agriculture. The gathering proved pivotal to the land-grant movement.

Meeting at the department in the swelter of a Washington July, the convention drew seventy-seven delegates from twenty-eight states and three territories. Colman addressed the interests of the audience in his welcoming speech. "There is nothing which will attract and rivet the attention of the great agricultural public to our agricultural colleges as experimental work," he said, "because farmers will hope and expect to be benefited pecuniarily by work of this character." Further, he hoped the agricultural colleges could be forged into "the experimental grounds of this department." A variety of land-grant college concerns, ranging from experiment stations to the meaning of public higher education highlighted the two-day proceedings. Atherton, appointed to the committee on order of business and resolutions, steered discussion toward problems facing college presidents. He had grasped the gathering's potential to serve a broader purpose than consideration of agricultural matters, and the thought of forming a permanent organization of land-grant educators had occurred to him. Seaman Knapp, concerned with provisions of his Holmes bill,
brought up the issue of "how can we cooperate with the Department of Agriculture in carrying on this experimental work?" Atherton, who had practically removed the college-department union from the revised bill, quickly responded "I do not regard that question as the only one which we are to discuss." Instead, he said, delegates should pursue a more fundamental issue: "How shall we make the institutions of which we are the representatives do their work in a manner which shall be acceptable to the people who sustain them?" Knapp and Atherton held mutually antagonistic assumptions about land-grant education. In a paper submitted to the convention, Knapp complained that land-grant colleges had relinquished their agricultural mission to broader educational goals.

Significantly, other members appointed along with Atherton to the committee on order of business and resolutions were college presidents, not station directors or agricultural professors. That ensured the college interests a voice in the proceedings. One of the first resolutions engineered by the committee urged passage of a resolution backing Atherton's Cullen bill. It passed unanimously. Next, the committee recommended that Commissioner of Agriculture Colman, the convention chair, appoint a committee of three to lobby for the Cullen bill. Not surprisingly, Atherton received one of the appointments. Atherton also was asked to chair the convention's executive committee. The convention empowered the executive committee to schedule the assembly's next meeting as well as plan for its permanent organization. Atherton's reputation and businesslike demeanor had evidently impressed other delegates. He emerged as the assembly's most conspicuous figure. In addition to capturing all crucial appointments, Atherton received endorsement for his Cullen measure and the convention's backing to lobby for it.

Now officially charged to press the Cullen bill, Atherton asked Missouri's Representative William H. Hatch, chairman of the House agricultural committee, to sponsor it in the new Congress. Atherton realized that Hatch's influence could go far toward clinching the measure. He and his legislative committee spread the word that the bill now would be labeled "the Hatch Act." Although, according to Atherton, Hatch did not have "the remotest notion of what was meant by an 'Agricultural Experiment Station,'" the ex-Confederate colonel assured Atherton he would see to the bill's passage. Hatch introduced the measure as H.R. 2933 alongside eight other agricultural experiment station bills when the forty-ninth Congress convened in January, 1886. Before the Christmas recess, the Cullen bill had been introduced in the Senate as S372 by James Z. George of Mississippi.

All House bills were tabled in the agricultural committee with the exception of Atherton's, which emerged from committee on March 3, 1886. In writing the bill's accompanying eight-page report, Atherton underscored his view that "experimental work is only an incidental part" of the land-grant colleges'
mission. "Their work cannot be restricted to agriculture," he asserted. To mollify state's rights advocates, Atherton pointed out that the measure's provisions called for federal-state relations already in operation through the Morrill Act. "It only proposes to give practical direction to agencies which Congress has created," he wrote. In a letter written three weeks after the bill's introduction, Cornell University President Charles Kendall Adams warned Atherton of Congressional apathy toward the measure. Adams advised him to "ascertain when the discussion is likely to take place, and then you should be on the ground."1

By mid-April, the Senate agricultural and forestry committee had favorably reported the Cullen bill. But the session ended with little consideration of the measure. Debate on the bill began immediately on the opening of the forty-ninth Congress's second session in January, 1887. Some, however, had reservations about certain features of the bill, particularly its threat of federal encroachment into state affairs. Much debate centered on section four of the bill, regarding the Commissioner of Agriculture's duty to determine a standard of value for commercial fertilizer ingredients. Senator George Edmunds rose with a substi-
tute provided from "the gentlemen who have devoted special attention to this subject, including and chief among whom is Dr. Atherton." Rather than accept Atherton's substitute, the Senate eliminated the section completely. The Senate also accepted a major revision promoted by the National Grange, which contended that the land-grant colleges were overrated. The revisions, damaging to Atherton's college-station partnership, provided the states discretion to use funds for stations separate from the land-grant colleges. Atherton's legislative committee had attempted unsuccessfully to hammer out a compromise with the Grangers. In the end, the Atherton forces acceded to Grange power and relinquished the station control issue. Atherton's colleague, President Edwin Willits of Michigan Agricultural College, observed: "in the three days discussion in the Senate, the whole bill was sadly mutilated, not from intent, but from a desire to harmonize conflicting demands." Actually, the bill still contained most of Atherton's original provisions. Its fundamental revision occurred when Senators swept away Atherton's intention to annex all agricultural experiment stations to land-grant colleges. Two days later, the House Committee on Agriculture took up the bill. In the interest of expediency the committee accepted it as a substitute for the House measure, and reported it back favorably February 2. After final passage in the House February 25, Atherton visited the White House and explained the bill to President Grover Cleveland, who signed it on March 2, 1887.

The following October, Atherton assembled the first meeting of the "Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations" as he had been charged during the 1885 agriculturist convention. It represented the first formal organization of land-grant educators, and owed its founding largely to its members' united battle for the Hatch Act. In the invitations for its charter meeting, Atherton noted that the organization's purpose was to discuss the Hatch Act and "secure concert of action respecting further legislation." Atherton wrote the association's constitution and served as its president for two terms. In 1889, members of the executive committee approached President Benjamin Harrison and recommended Atherton for the recently created Secretaryship of Agriculture. The following year, Atherton mounted "a protracted and exacting legislative campaign," as he put it, to secure passage of the Second Morrill Act. Among other important provisions, the act placed land-grant colleges on a solid foundation by providing annual federal appropriations for all college programs, not simply agriculture. "Some day we will build a monument to you," a colleague from Ohio State wrote to Atherton following the act's passage. Between the Second Morrill Act and the Hatch Act, the land-grant system's future was secured. The Farm Journal noted in 1891 that "Dr. Atherton has had a more active part in the recent legislation favorable to the 'land-grant' colleges than any other man outside of Congress." Two years before his death
in 1906, Atherton assisted in drafting the Adams Act, which doubled the Hatch Act’s appropriations to agricultural experiment stations.

George Washington Atherton spent over three years of his career as the driving force behind the Hatch Act. Although he admitted a national system of agricultural experiment stations eventually would have materialized without his assistance, “the manner and time of their coming,” he wrote, “I know to have been largely attributable to my own action.” As the individual who engendered, nurtured, and steered to passage the bill that finally succeeded, Atherton is entitled to credit as the legislation’s “father.” But Atherton’s interest in obtaining federally funded experiment stations lay not with scientific research. Agricultural experiment stations interested him only insofar as they could promote his broader concept of land-grant education. The legislation meant more financing for land-grant colleges, directly from the act’s provisions and indirectly as a result of increased attention from legislators. Atherton championed the measure as a device to promote his ideas on democratic public higher education. He was vindicated by history. Although it would take the Second Morrill Act’s broad-based financial support to buttress the land-grant system, the Hatch Act stamped the imprimatur of the federal government on land-grant colleges. It guaranteed their permanence on the educational landscape. The act also sounded a tocsin for the coming preeminence of agricultural science in the farm enterprise. After the Hatch Act, the agricultural curriculum switched its focus from training farmers to educating scientists who could train farmers.

Ironically, the Hatch Act’s promise of science as a remedy to the “farm problem” eventually proved anathema to the small farmers it intended to succor. Although agricultural research has helped produce American abundance, its continual drive toward efficiency has promoted agribusiness and helped destroy small farming as a way of life.
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